ERIE MFG. COMPANY announces the introduction of Emergency Oxygen, a lightweight portable unit that contains a 40-minute supply of oxygen. The unit weighs only 7 1/2 pounds and contains an automatic flow controller allowing the inexperienced to operate the unit without adjusting valves to increase or decrease oxygen supply. According to the company, the average 18 hole private golf course experiences five heart attacks a year. Oxygen may prevent brain damage and sustain life. The unit is fully-guaranteed for 24 months from purchase date.

WITTEK GOLF RANGE SUPPLY COMPANY, INC., announces the AccuTest, a combination golf ball concentricity and compression tester. According to the company, this is the first portable precision instrument designed to help every professional or golfer check the playable condition of their golf balls. The three-pound instrument contains a lever ring gauge for testing ball roundness and size and a compression testing mechanism designed to give accurate readings ranging from 50 to 100. Every unit is calibrated on highly sophisticated electronic equipment to assure accuracy. AccuTest also permits the golfer to select the correct ball as to hardness for weather conditions and tells the golfer when to discard a ball.

SUSUZI OF SAN DIEGO, United States distributor for the Suzuki vehicle line, announces a swing-away tire carrier on its 1972 models of the Brute IV four-wheel drive. The new tire carrier is a time and trouble saver, according to the company.

HANCOIR, INC., makes Cor-Flow two-inch flexible drainage tubing. The perforated pipe can be laid in any direction without intermediate fittings and can be cut to any length with a knife. The tubing is acid, alkali and frost-resistant and light in weight (a standard 500-foot roll weighs 68 pounds) for easy transportation. Couplers, end caps and tees are supplied. Pipe also comes unperforated. Various diameters are offered, perforated and unperforated.

CCEILWARE CORP. introduces the FE-40 automatic coffee brewer, which can brew a decanter in four minutes and can fill four decanters an hour. A thermostat combines with a solid-state electronic timer and a Tossway paper filter for blending.

GOLFSOIC introduces the new Tee-Bone putter. The putter features an extended centroid, which increases the sweet spot for greater weight redistribution, reduces torque and lowers the center of gravity. The putter also features simple, accurate alignment through a unique design and conforms to standards set by the United States Golf Assn.

HARTLINE PRODUCTS COMPANY, INC., makes Rockite compound which mixes with water to form a pliable consistency for repair of cracks, holes or breaks in concrete. Anchor bolts also can be permanently attached with the compound.